TENNESSEE LEGAL MATERIALS

All of these materials are found in the main reading room of the Law Library, and are shelved by title or by Library of Congress call number.

Case Law and Digests

Tennessee Decisions, 1st (1886 -1928)
  ___ Shelved by title

Tennessee Decisions, 2nd (1928 – Current)
  ___ Shelved by title

Tennessee Reports (168 volumes)
  ___ Shelved by title

Cooper’s Tennessee Chancery Reports (3 volumes, 1872-1878)
  ___ Shelved by title

Reports of Decisions of the Court of Chancery Appeals of Tennessee (2 volumes, 1904-1905)
  ___ Shelved by title

The Legal Reporter of Tennessee (1877-1879) - A monthly publication of the recent and important opinions delivered by the Supreme Court of Tennessee, together with other general legal information.
  ___ Shelved by title

Leading Cases of the Court of Civil Appeals of the State of Tennessee (8 volumes, 1910-1918)
  ___ Shelved by title

Shannon’s Tennessee Cases (3 volumes, 1847-1894) – Reports of cases argued and determined in the Supreme Court of Tennessee, not heretofore reported.
  ___ Shelved by title

Unreported Tennessee Cases (1847-1869)
  ___ Shelved by title

West’s Tennessee Digest, 2nd (1986 - Current)
  ___ Shelved by title
**Statutes and Court Rules**

West’s Tennessee Code Annotated (2002 - Current)

___ Shelved by title

Tennessee Rules of Court (State, Federal and Local)(1989 – Current)

___ Shelved by title

**State Encyclopedia and Practice**

Tennessee Practice (1987 to current) – A multi-volume treatise that provides an in-depth analysis of various substantive areas of Tennessee law, including forms.

___ Shelved by title

Tennessee Circuit Court Practice (2 volumes, 1998-current)

___ KFT 530 .A1 T46

Tennessee Jurisprudence: An Encyclopedia of Tennessee Law (Current)

___ KFT 65 .T46


___ KFT 530 .C37

Tennessee Civil (Practice) – (1 volume, 1998)

___ KFT 528 .A198

**Jury Instructions**

Tennessee Civil Jury Instructions (Latest release, 2007)

___ KFT 542.6 .T46

Tennessee Criminal Jury Instructions (Latest release, 2007)

___ KFT 583 .A65 T46

Tennessee Jury Instructions: Criminal Cases (1965)

___ KFT 542 .S54

**Forms**

Tennessee Forms (4 volumes, 1991 - Current)

___ KFT 68 .R63
Litigation Forms and Analysis (3 volumes, 1996 - Current)
   ___ KFT 530 .A65 L48
   ___ Part of the Tennessee Practitioner Series

Tennessee Legal and Business Forms (4 volumes, 1994 - Current)
   ___ KFT 68 .T46
   ___ Accompanying CD-ROM shelved at Library circulation desk

Tennessee Forms for Trial Practice: Damages (1997 - Current)
   ___ KFT 195 .A65 C66

Legal Research

Tennessee Legal Research (2007) by Sibyl Marshall and Carol Parker – A practical and comprehensive book devoted to the resources and strategies needed to research Tennessee state law. The title explains research in Tennessee cases, statutes, legislative history, constitutional law, and administrative law. This book was designed specifically for teaching legal research to first-year law students.
   ___ In two locations
   ___ Ref KFT 75 .M37 2007 and KFT 75 .M37 2007

West’s Tennessee Law Finder (1993-Current) – This volume coordinates one’s research by providing a master reference guide to the contents of West’s legal practice publications. More than 4,000 descriptive topics lead the researcher to relevant sections of texts, encyclopedias, form books, and digests.
   ___ KFT 61 .W47

   ___ Shelved by title

   ___ Shelved by title

Substantive Areas of Tennessee Law

Accountancy

Accountancy Law and Rules (2007)
   ___ KFT 329 .A25 T46
**Adoption**

Coppock on Tennessee Adoption Law, 6th ed. (Current)
  ___ KFT 104.5 .C66

**Architects, Engineers**

Architects, Engineers, Landscape Architects, and Registered Interior Designers Law and Rules (1998 - Current)
  ___ KFT 325 .A29 T46

**Automobile Liability Insurance**

Tennessee Automobile Liability Insurance (2006 - Current)
  ___ KFT 191 .A4 T46
  ___ Part of the Tennessee Handbook Series

**Chancery**

Gibson’s Suits in Chancery, 8th ed. – A treatise setting forth the principles, pleadings, practice, proofs and processes of the jurisprudence of equity; illustrative forms and pleadings, writs, orders, reports, decrees are included as well as other proceedings in suits of chancery from their beginning to their ending and many practice suggestions for solicitors and masters.
  ___ 7th ed. KFT 531 .G5 1988

**Children and the Law**

Selected Laws on Children, Youth, and Families (1998 - Current)
  ___ KFT 91 .M5 A298

**Civil Procedure**

  ___ KFT 530 .B36

**Consumer Protection**

Tennessee Consumer Protection Act (1987 - Current)
  ___ KFT 230 .A29 T46
Contractors' License Law and Rules and Regulations (2007)
   ___ KFT 275 .A331994 A198

Corporation Law

Tennessee Corporations (2002 - Current)
   ___ KFT 213 .A65 T46

Tennessee Corporations, Partnerships and Associations Law Annotated (1993 - Current)
   ___ KFT 205 .A29 T457
   ___ Accompanying CD-ROM shelved at Library circulation desk

Criminal Law

Tennessee Criminal Laws Annotated (1991 - Current)
   ___ KFT 561 .A29 T455
   ___ Accompanying CD-ROM shelved at Library circulation desk

Criminal Offenses and Defenses in Tennessee (1986 - Current)
   ___ KFT 566.8 .C75
   ___ Part of the Tennessee Handbook Series

Tennessee Criminal Trial Practice (2004 - Current)
   ___ KFT 575 .Z9 T46
   ___ Part of the Tennessee Handbook Series

Driving under the Influence

   ___ KFT 297.8 .Z9 D855
   ___ Part of the Tennessee Handbook Series

Education Law

Tennessee Education Laws Annotated (1998 - Current)
   ___ KFT 390 .A29 T46
   ___ Accompanying CD-ROM shelved at Library circulation desk
Elder Law

___ KFT 91 .A3 T34

Election Law

Tennessee Election Laws (1987 - Current)
___ KFT 420 .A29 T46

Evidence

___ KFT 540 .C64

Family Law

Richards on Tennessee Family Law, 3rd ed. (2008 - Current)
___ KFT 94 .R532

Financial Institutions

Selected Laws and Regulations of Tennessee Financial Institutions (1982 - Current)
___ KFT 165 .A29 T46
___ Accompanying CD-ROM shelved at Library circulation desk

Funeral Laws

Tennessee Funeral Laws (1986 - Current)
___ KFT 282 .U5 T35

Motor Vehicle Laws

Tennessee Motor Vehicle Laws Annotated (1990 - Current)
___ KFT 297 .A29 T46
___ Accompanying CD-ROM shelved at Library circulation desk

Pharmacy Laws

Tennessee Pharmacy Laws (1989 - Current)
___ KFT 326.5 .P4 A298
**Polygraph Laws**

Tennessee Polygraph Examiners Law and Rules (1987 - Current)
___ KFT 580.5 .L5 A3

**Wills and Estates**

___ 3 volumes
___ KFT 144 .P72

**Workers Compensation**

Tennessee Workers Compensation Laws Annotated (1999 - Current)
___ KFT 342 .A29 T46
___ Accompanying CD-ROM shelved at Library circulation desk

Tennessee Workmen’s Compensation (with forms) (1957)
___ KFT 342 .S76

**Tennessee Law Websites**

These websites have information related to Tennessee state government, the Tennessee legislature and judiciary as well as city and county ordinances and information. Links involving the federal court system, the U.S. Constitution, and federal administrative law are also included.


